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The New(er) Law School
Building Renovations Improve Student Experience
BY ERIC C. JESCHKE

Staff Writer

eludes both faculty and students, devel
oped various goals and themes to help di
rect these improvements.
"From the beginning, part of the
plan was to increase student space, and
to increase flow throughout the law
school," said Assistant Dean of Admin-

The law school is full of changes
this time of year. There are new classes,
new professors, and new lLs. Most re
turning students,
and those lLs who
had previously vis
ited, will also notice
a number of striking
new improvements
to the buildings
around them.
These
en
hancements are the
finishing touches of
a four-phase project
called "Building the
Future."
The
project began ap
proximately five
years ago and has
included renovated
classrooms, a new
faculty conference
center, and im
proved
student
lounges. The final
The interactive exhibit, "Histcy of CrW r aw
pVia.se Has included

to the Law School building.

the creation of
passage through the second floor of

Stockton Hall, renovation of the carpets
and woodwork in the second floor library,
replacement of the elevators in Burns
Hall, and switch to an almost all-wireless internet access system.
The Building Committee, which in-

kinds of ideas and requiring that we stay
with the plan to incorporate those," said
Morrison.
The administration will also visit
other law schools to help generate ideas
for future renovations.
The enhancement of the second
floor library area
took approximately
one year from the
beginning of a fo
cused design effort
to completion. The
process required
significant plan
ning to accomplish
all of the improve
ments
in
the
roughly 90-day
span from the end
of finals in the
spring and to the
beginning of orien
tation in the fall.
The
com
pressed schedule is
the reason some
parts of the renovaKarasik /
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is one of the many improvements

istrative Affairs Tom Morrison.

The color scheme utilizing cherry
wood and black panels is part of a theme
that will expand throughout the law
school.
"You have to give credit to the
Building committee for thinking out these

tion

did

progress

not

as

ample, some of the

new doors could not be delivered on time.

Students will see some temporary
"painter's-grade" doors that seem out of
place in the newly renovated areas of the
school.
However, Morrison says Twin ConSee RENOVATIONS page 4

Welcome Freshmen!
BY SAM DANGREMOND

Staff Writer
"I'm pleasantly surprised — they
seem like a very friendly, noncompetitive
group of people. That's not what I ex
pected," said bright-eyed and eager 1L
Kerith Davies of her classmates.
When the 511 newest members of
the GW Law School community arrived
on campus four weeks ago, they naturally
matriculated as the most selective class
in the school's history.
Culled from 11,927 total applicants,
the class boasts a median LSAT score of
165. Although this remained unchanged
from last year, the lLs did notch up an
impressive nearly two tenths increase in
median grade point average to reach 3.62.
The class numbers 393 students in
the day division and 118 in the evening.
Only eight people were admitted off of

News
Director-less CDO page 2
Faculty Profile - page 4

the waitlist — all of them just days be
fore classes began. Dean of Admissions
Robert Stanek noted that this was "the
lowest number I remember admitting
from the waitlist since the [19]70s."
Dean Stanek credited these strong
numbers to the school's recruitment ef
forts, in addition to a jump in the US News
and World Report a nnual rankings. GW
Law rose from 22nd in the nation to 20th
last year, and Stanek admitted that most
applicants "choose where to apply and
where to attend based on those rankings."
Beyond their statistics, the class of
'07 has a wide range of diverse back
grounds — from the impressive and stu
dious to the quirky and even notorious.
Less than half of the class came
directly from undergraduate institutions,
with many taking time off to build im
pressive resumes. Amongst them, the lLs
have a former Assistant Vice President of

Bank of America; a former intelligence
analyst for the Drug Enforcement
Agency; and the former personal assis
tant to Washington, D.C. Mayor An
thony Williams. All branches of the mili
tary are represented in the 1L class, from
nuclear submariners to Marine Staff Ser
geants, as well as a French Army Platoon
Leader.
Law school being law school, of
course, the class has its fair share of aca
demics.
According to Dean Stanek, there
are "at least eleven" Ph.D. holders, and
at least one M.D. Roughly twenty per
cent of the class has a background in the
hard sciences or engineering, which
Stanek notes is "much higher than most
law schools." Stanek ascribes this to the
strength of GW's Intellectual Property
program.

See lLs page 3
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LRW Gets a
Face-Lift:
New
Administrators
Take Charge
BY STEPHANIE DECKTER

Staff Writer
New sneakers? Check. Rolling
backpack? Check. Laptop with wireless
card? Check. Bluebook? Check. Al
though back-to-school shopping, reading
Scott Turow's One L , and attending one
of those summer prep courses may or
may not be helpful in one's quest to be
come a successful lawyer, learning legal
research and writing is essential. Fortu
nately for GW's 516 entering lLs, over
the summer the Law School's Legal Re
search and Writing Program (LRW Pro
gram) underwent several important
changes aimed to maximize each
student's legal writing potential.
The main structure of the program
remains constant. "Forty-tHree ad3c1.nct
professors, current practitioners in vari

ous

milieus, will reach the 393 new

clixy anci 1 1 IS evening I L .s essential legal

writing skills. The classes remain limited

to twelve students, ensuring adequate per
sonal attention. Twenty-seven writing
professors are returning for repeat duty;
sixteen instructors joining the program
for the first time. Additionally, forty-three
third-year students are serving as Dean's
Fellows, teaching legal research.
First-year students will still learn the
infamous IRAC structure, grow to love
legal citation, and argue with their Dean's
Fellow about why they cannot just do
research on Lexis Nexis or Westlaw. But
the simultaneous departure last year of
Lorri Unumb and Susan Thrower, the
former Director and Assistant Director
of the LRW Program, left a void in a pro
gram seeking to accommodate an ever
growing number of new students. Con
sequently, along with the incoming class,
the LRW program welcomed new Direc
tor Christy DeSanctis and Assistant Di
rector Kristen Murray.
DeSanctis, a veteran adjunct pro
fessor of GW's LRW Program, joined the
law school faculty from the Washington,
D.C. law firm Collier Shannon Scott,
PLLC. DeSanctis's practice focused on
trial and appellate litigation in state and
federal courts, including matters before
the U.S. Supreme Court. She also worked
on a variety of regulatory and legislative
matters, arguing before a number of fed
eral agencies and Congress.

See LRW, page 3
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CDO Sailing Smoothly
With No Leadership in Sight
BY REBECCA PARKER

Staff Writer
Once again, in the span of only a
few short months, Career Development
Office Assistant Director Carole Mont
gomery finds herself at the helm of the
CDO, following an inter-office announce
ment late last week issued by the CDO's
recently hired director, Morris Wolff.
Wolff, hired on the basis of his ex
tensive network of industry contacts and
marketing abilities, has apparently done
so well in his new position that he man
aged to find himself a new job. Accord
ing to Montgomery, Wolff tendered his
resignation on Wednesday and will be
leaving the Law School within two weeks.
The administration originally se
lected Wolff with the goal of attracting
new employers, particularly from
amongst the international, small- and me
dium-sized firms to the Law School.
Wolff had worked in virtually ev
ery sector of the legal profession. His le
gal career was jumpstarted when, as a
third year student at Yale Law School,
he was selected by the Office of Legal
Counsel to work on a twelve-man team
assisting then Attorney General Robert
Kennedy. In that capacity, Wolff helped
to draft the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
"That '64 law was an opportunity

revolutionary because it marked the first
time that a United States judge claimed
jurisdiction over an international viola
tion of human rights. Wolff has also
worked extensively with the international
exchange program AIESEC, and was
appointed as its first American president.
Wolff, who speaks several lan
guages, has always been intrigued by

School's many students interested in in
ternational practice.
Montgomery says that despite
Wolff's extremely short tenure at the
CDO, he will continue to work with CDO
staff in forming new relationships in in
ternational legal practice - an avenue
some students have found limited.
In looking for Wolff's replacement,

a hitch.
Though the employment nnnnrti.
nities brought to the Law School by Wolff

for me to see how powerful lawyers can

be in shaping the law and changing soci
ety," said Wolff.
Subsequently, Wolff had the unique
opportunity of doing pro bono work on
the case of Raoul Wallenberg, a man who
was personally responsible for the rescue
of 100,000 Jews during the Second World
War, but was subsequently seized and
wrongfully imprisoned by the Soviet
Union. According to Wolff, the case was

tor Fred Thrasher, who left last year to
become the Deputy Director of the Na
tional Association for Law Placement
(NALP), the CDO focused heavily on stu
dent service.
"We wanted to make the students
feel welcome," said Kevin Motsinger, the
CDO's Judicial Clerkship Program Co
ordinator.
The CDO staff hopes a new direc
tor will be someone who can channel that
approachability outward.
"We're looking for a different per
son," Montgomery said. "Fred was great
for the office, but now we need a market
ing person. We want to get to the small
and medium market, so we're largely look
ing for someone who can go visit those
firms."
While the search for a full-time di
rector continues, the CDO will continue
to run smoothly. Montgomery reports
that the Fall Interview Program thus far
has proved successful.
The office will proceed with previ
ously organized events as scheduled. One
such event, a small- and medium-sized
firm networking event, is currently in the
works.
Additionally, in stark contrast to
what last year was widely considered to
be a fiasco, the CDO's judicial clerkship
program appears to be operating without

Photo By Elizabeth Austern

The CDO once a gain finds itself leaderless as Wol ff abruptly departs.
travel and new experiences abroad. When
he made the decision to leave the Law
School in favor of a new opportunity in
the private sector, he was actively involved
in researching and recruiting large inter
national firms to employ the Law
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It's only $20 for the whole year!

Montgomery says the CDO will focus on
the same criteria they used to hire Wolff:
the potential for outreach to future em
ployers needed to accommodate the ever
growing student body.
Under the tenure of former direc

will likely be missed, Montgomery says
that she and the CDO staff will continue
to provide excellent service in his absence.
"I was in practice for 16 years be
fore I came here," Montgomery said.
"And while I enjoyed that tremendously,
this is the best team of people I have ever
worked with."
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New Faces for Research and Writing Program

lLs from page 1

LRW from page 1

On the eccentric side, fans of South
Park might remember Casa Bonita — the
"World's Largest Indoor Restaurant" that
In addition to GW's LRW Program, ganizations such as the Washington Legal
Writing Center by integrating presentations was "sooo incredibly awesome, you
DeSanctis's prior teaching experience in Clinic for the Homeless.
by the Writing Fellows into the LRW pro guys." Fortunately for the GW Law com
cludes several undergraduate English
In addition to teaching her own le gram. "The Writing Center is part of the munity, we now have Casa Bonita's
courses at the University of Maryland, gal writing section, Murray's main roles
former lead female cliff diver among us.
process," notes DeSanctis.
where she is currently pursuing an M.A. as Assistant Director include overseeing
And perhaps most salaciously, the
Four weeks into school, all lLs seem
in Rhetoric and Composition. In
to have found permanent legal writ 1L class also contains a cast member from
her spare time, DeSanctis is work
ing homes in their twelve-person an MTV reality show.
ing on a legal research and writing
While the new students naturally
LRW sections. Many find the small
textbook to be published in May
size of the class and the opportunity look good on paper, there is still some de
2005.
bate as to what sort of character they will
for individual feedback a bonus.
As LRW Program Director,
"I am really glad that the stu bring to the school. Most lLs echoed
DeSanctis wears many hats. Ad
dents of each small LRW section have Davies's statement that their classmates
ministratively, she oversees the
access to the resource of their own
first year LRW program, the LLM
Dean's Fellow," said 1L Andrew
thesis program and the Writing
Oliver.
Center.
"It's no lie that law
"Our Dean's fellow knows what
In preparation for the school
law school is all about, has the expe
school is just like high
year, she worked extensively with
rience of a job in the outside legal
school. There is
the adjuncts and the Dean's Fel
market, and, best of all, is close
lows over the summer, assembling
cliquishness, there is
enough to the 1L experience to be
the uniform syllabus to be fol New LRW Program Directo r Christy DeSanctis (left) and
able to offer lots of tips and pointers
Assistant Director Kristen Murray
competitiveness, but you
lowed in all classes, as well as an
for surviving the first year."
extensive
can't help that — that is
The Dean's Fel
"toolbox" of
lows also relish the
just the type of person
materials to
chance to be both
law school attracts. "
guide the infriend and mentor.
structors
"Because the Dean's
throughout the
Fellow is really the are much more friendly than they would
BY STEPHANIE DECKTER
year.
first non-lL that the have expected.
Staff Writer
During
Alex Berg, a 1L from Danvers, Mas
first year students
the
school
sachusetts,
said, "It seems like a friendly
meet, that's the per
Aside from the new faces, the biggest change for the 2004-2005 year is the
y e a r ,
environment.
You hear the stories about
son who is going to
return to the Bluebook. Last year's 1L class learned citation from the ALWD
DeSanctis con
law
school,
but
everyone has been really
give them their first
Citation Manual. DeSanctis's decision to move back to the Bluebook rested on
ducts both the
nice
—
including
the upperclassmen."
introduction
to
what
several factors.
weekly Dean's
One
such
upperclassman, 2L
law
school
is
really
As she emphasized in her August 26, 2004 memorandum to the faculty,
Fellow class
like. I tViirvk tVvat is a Alessarvdro Terervz.orv\, Y)\rectOY of VVTSX
"the Bluebook is by far the more commonly used manual itv all aspects of the
and
the
Year Profttams lor vVve StwAetYX'aa.T NssoVvuge responstbiivtv to
profession. Every court in the country accepts Bluebook-compliant citations.
ciation. commented, "Ym hojsjDv
to &%y
monthly ad
She adds, "only two courts . . . even /icrrrift AXSWHCf-corxxpliant citations.
r/it- /L c -a/.VA
Oean's Fellow Find- f/tar all my IrircWCTLoxi--»
junct meetings.
The decision to teach the ALWD manual in the 2003-2004 school year was
have ranged from congenial to excellent.
say Tasher.
With all her
based on the idea that ALWD is an easier method of legal citation, and that the
For their part, Having said that, the lLs clearly have
administrative
students would be able to learn it quicker than the Bluebook. But DeSanctis
DeSanctis
and their fair share of gunners."
responsibili
The gunners - who, for the unin
notes that this alleged benefit is severely undercut because, in effect, "a decision
Murray are pleased
ties, one may
formed
lLs, are the people in your sec
to teach ALWD is a decision to teach both manuals."
with the synergy they
wonder how
tion
who
are "gunning" for a top grade
This proved true for least year's LRW students. While learning ALWD in
have witnessed so far
the program's
and
will
do
almost anything to get it their legal research class, they had to attend separate workshops to learn the
in the program.
Director re
have
not
gone
unnoticed by their class
differences between ALWD and the Bluebook in order to compete in the journal
"With two new
tains the neces
and moot court competitions. As 2L David Mayman succinctly put it, "we are
mates.
people, you have to
sary connec
Genger Charles, a 1L from
the lost class."
be slow in adminis
tion to the
Middletown,
New York, explained, "It's
DeSanctis cautions against such sentiment. While feeling strongly that
trative change," said
needs of the
no
lie
that
law
school is just like high
the return to the Bluebook is the right decision, she does not think the current
DeSanctis, but "ev
lLs her pro
school.
There
is
cliquishness, there is
2Ls are any worse off. "I don't think they are disadvantaged at all," she notes.
erything is falling
gram guides.
competitiveness,
but
you can't help that
"They [ALWD and the Bluebook] are not that different - essentially it is the
into place."
The answer is
— that is just the type of person law
same system of citation even though some rules produce a different result."
s i m p l e :
school attracts. We're all overachievers."
For those 2Ls who do feel that they are at a disadvantage, DeSanctis and
DeSanctis also
Undeterred, she added, "I've hung
Murray are working on a workshop entitled "Bluebooking and Your Summer
teaches her
out with some cool people, and I love
Job." They plan to offer it, based on demand, to students who "feel that their
own legal writ
studying the law."
Bluebooking skills are not where they would like them to be," said DeSanctis.
ing section,
where twelve
eager lLs pro
vide her with consistent insight into the the Law School's Writing Center and pro
viding thesis instruction to graduate law
legal writing woes of first years students.
Of course, DeSanctis is not alone students.
Murray particularly plans to work
in her effort. She feels fortunate to have
to
increase
the prominence and effective
Assistant Director Murray at her side.
ness
of
the
Writing Center, which cur
"She is instrumental to the program,"
rently
remains
the LRW program's bestnotes DeSanctis.
kept
secret.
Both
DeSanctis and Murray
Though the two have worked to
hope
this
will
soon
change.
gether only for a short time, they have a
Staffed
by
twenty-two
student Writ
"particularly good relationship, [which]
ing
Fellows
specifically
selected
for their
only adds to our ability to make the pro
exceptional
legal
writing
skills,
the
Writ
gram better."
ing
Center
is
a
tool
available
to
all
law
No stranger to teaching legal re
students
who
wish
to
improve
their
legal
search and writing, Murray joined GW's
LRW faculty in 2003 as an adjunct pro writing. It is "not just for problems," says
fessor. She previously taught legal writ Murray, but it is a place where students
ing at the Georgetown University Law can just "talk to another person about
Center. Murray began her legal career as their writing" and receive individual ad
an associate with Latham & Watkins vice. Students may sign up for a 30LLP in New York, where she litigated on minute session with a Writing Fellow by
behalf of corporate clients at both the trial adding the Writing Center to their
TWEN courses.
and appellate levels.
DeSanctis and Murray plan to in
She also has dedicated a significant
crease
first y ear students' exposure to the
amount of time to pro bono work with or

The Bluebook is Back!
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joint faculty/student Building Commit
tee selected among three types of chairs
tracting, the prime contractor on the to be used in new parts of the Burns li
project, has done an excellent job of work brary.
Two of the chairs received approxi
ing around these obstacles to make the
mately 40 percent of the vote. The com
renovations as seamless as possible.
A significant portion of the changes mittee then decided on a model that in
are not plainly visible. All of the air con corporated the desired aspects of each of
ditioning units on the second floor as well the top vote-getters.
Student-interest in the latest round
as telephone and data wires were re
of
improvements
remains strong. Lind
placed. Most significantly, improvements
say
Hedrick,
a
2L,
noted, "The ability to
were made to the wireless access system.
easily
access
buildings
after the renova
Roughly sixty transmitters hidden in the
tion
is
key."
ceilings, ensure this system now has
Others agree that the renovations
nearly universal coverage.
were
a
definite improvement, but ques
Uncovered areas of the buildings
tion
the
allocation of resources. 2L Todd
include the large classrooms of Lerner
Chatman
wondered why some of the
Hall and certain parts of lower levels of
building
renovation
money was not used
the library.
However, the lack of wireless cov to improve other aspects of the school,
erage in the large classrooms was in such as the clinical program.
Morrison and his team are con
tended to ensure students' attention stays
focused on the professors. In fact, pro stantly working to develop plans for fu
fessors can actually turn off access in any ture enhancements. In the near future,
classroom that does have coverage by significant portions of the fourth floor of
Stockton will be revamped.
calling the technology center.
"We are going to widen the stair
One important upgrade that should
be completed in the next few weeks is way between the fourth floor of Stock
improved wireless coverage in the stacks ton and Burns," said Morrison.
While working on the plans for next
of the library.
"We actually have the transmitters summer's renovations to Stockton,
for the library. We're just waiting to get Morrison recognized the need to begin
more cable run," said Mike Briggs, Head preliminary planning for Lisner Hall,
Information Technology Coordinator at which the business school will likely va
cate in the year 2006.
the law school.
At this time, his team remains un
Coverage can be spotty in the li
brary due to the metal and concrete used sure of a precise use for the new law
in its construction. To remedy this, there school acquisition. The overall goal will
are still some wired access points for ar be to increase student and lounge areas,
eas of the stacks that do not have com and organizational space.
plete wireless coverage.
"Some people will argue that a
YYng.g.s sa id tVie c urrent plan is to Cyber-Cafe is more important. Others

Faculty Profile:
Orin S. Kerr

RENOVATIONS from page l.

remove the wired access points in the next

two to three years as the wireless require
ment becomes applicable to all students.
There has been an expansion of the
effort to turn many of the classrooms into
"smart classrooms," or classrooms with
significant technological capability.
"We originally talked about mak
ing three rooms what we call smart class
rooms. We chose, in this renovations
project, to do the classrooms first and we
did that, quite honestly, because that was
the piece that we thought students needed
the most and would get the most use out
of," said Morrison. The law school now
has thirty such classrooms.
Administrators, eager to get student
input, encourage considerable involve
ment in any building renovation project.
For example, last year students on the

will argue that we want more student

study space like on the second floor," he
noted.
Although many aspects of the plan
still need to be developed, there will be
appropriate student and faculty involve
ment throughout the process.
The recent renovations to the law
school have not been without minor mis
takes: several new bathrooms lacked soap
dispensers throughout orientation and the
beginning of school, and workers can still
be seen in various areas of the building
putting finishing touches on left-over
projects.
However, by following a clear set
of goals, Morrison and his team are en
suring that their efforts will benefit the
law students, faculty, and administration
for years to come.

Interested in Writing for the next edition of the
Nota Bene?
The Nota Bene is looking for submissions,
including news articles, op-ed pieces and letters
to the editor.
No Experience Necessary; lLs Welcome
If interested, send an e-mail to
notabene@law.gwu.edu

BY JANE YANOVSKY

News Editor
Like many of his students, Profes
sor Orin S. Kerr took a circuitous route
to the law. After earning his undergradu
ate degrees in mechanical engineering
and public policy from Princeton Univer
sity, Kerr went on to receive a master's in
engineering from Stanford before decid
ing that the law offered the best opportu
nity for combining his interests in the sci
ences with his passion for the study of
policy.
Following his gradu
ation from Harvard Law
School, he clerked on the
Third Circuit for Judge
Leonard I. Garth, and then
joined the Computer Crime
and Intellectual Property
section of the U.S. Depart
ment of Justice's Criminal
Division as part of the
DOJ's Honors Program.
He also served as a special
assistant U.S. attorney for
the Eastern District of Vir
Orin
ginia.
At the DOJ, Kerr
honed his expertise in the rapidly devel
oping field of internet crime, handling
cases involving computer hacking and
viruses, online fraud, internet surveillance

should come primarily from Congress
and not the courts.
Kerr believes that, "the courts can
create rules when facts are stable, but with
computers facts change so quickly and the
technology is so complicated" that Con
gress, which can rely on expert help from
outside parties, can make the best judg
ments.
"Congress is also not stuck with
case and controversy re
quirement. Courts are
very constrained by this,
and Congress can just lay
out the necessary rules,"
observed Kerr.
Kerr is also work
ing on a symposium
piece for the GW Law
Review explaining the
Stored Communications
Act - the law governing
e-mail privacy. He also
hopes to have a com
S. Kerr
puter crime law case
book out in the coming
years, drawing on much
of the aforementioned scholarship.
Most recently, Kerr took the 20032004 year off from teaching to clerk for
Justice Anthony M. Kennedy of the Su
law, wire taping, and the search and sei
preme Court of the United States. Workzure of computers. The experience ing at the Supreme Court fulfilled a lonsproved

a great opportunity for a young

held goal.

"I had a number of friends who had
attorney.
Kerr participated in the develop clerked and thought it was the best job
ment of a novel branch of law, interpret they had ever had. Being in Washington
ing all the big questions of criminal law already, I thought it would be an easy
and criminal procedure in the context of thing to do on the off chance I got the
chance," said
the new facts
Kerr.
of computers
He ap
"The
best
part
about
teaching
is
and
the
plied
for the
internet. "The
asking the important questions
first
time
in
law is very
and
watching
students
get
to
2002
and
in
much unfold
terviewed
ing, and every
answer, and seeing that they've
with Justice
few weeks a
reached a deep insight into how
William H.
new decision
Rehnquist,
the law works."
changes some
but did not re
thing," comceive the posi
mented Kerr.
Kerr joined the faculty of GW Law tion. His second application proved more
after several years of practice as a pros successful, and the experience extremely
ecutor. "I had always enjoyed the intel rewarding, if at times stressful. "The
lectual stimulation of law school. Dur most interesting part of clerking on the
ing my first year I thought that being a Supreme Court is being privy to the deci
law professor is a pretty great job," said sion-making process up close," said Kerr,
"it's a great job."
Kerr.
Each fall, Kerr introduces new stu
With the Supreme Court behind
dents to the intricacies of Criminal Law. him, Kerr is pleased to return to the Law
In addition, he has tried to "take the School. Due to his absence over the last
world at the DOJ and turn it into a year, however, he found that with many
course," which he teaches each year un of his former students graduated and,
der the title Computer Crime.
with only the first year students in class,
Kerr is also has several forthcom he enjoyed a certain anonymity around
ing articles in the works addressing com the law school.
puter crimes. His work entitled Digital
Of course, it did not last, but Kerr
Evidence and the New Criminal Procedure, is not complaining.
due out in the Columbia Law Review in
"The best part about teaching is
the near future, discusses the need for new asking the important questions and
rules of criminal procedure applicable watching students get to an answer, and
specifically to computer offenses.
seeing that they've reached a deep insight
Another article titled The 4h Amend into how the law works."
ment and New Technologies: Constitutional
Myths and the Case for Caution s hould be
"Faculty Profile" wi ll continue to ap
appearing in the Michigan Law Review pear in future issues of the Nota Bene. If you
"any day now." In the article, Kerr ar would like to know more about a particular
gues that the rules of criminal procedure member of the faculty or s taff, please email
in cases with developing technologies notabene@law.gwu.edu.
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A Slice of the Scissor
Sisters

B

lame it on the sex and drugs. side the point? And if there's a "mystery"
Why else do the details of to it all, isn't that part of the fun?
the rock and roll life usually
The grunge era and the subsequent
develop into the stuff of legend? People boy-band era of popular music toned this
generally enjoy sex, and enjoy talking blatant eroticism down considerably.
about it even more, especially when it isn't Guys felt macho enough to handle Pearl
about them. Drugs are the quintessen Jam and the like, while teenage girls could
tial x-factor, dealing simultaneous, near- still swoon over all of the above.
lethal blows to inhibition and memory.
But recendy, bands like The Rapture
What a life they lead.
and Franz Ferdinand
After turning a crowd
have found similar suc
PETER B ROMAGHIM
into a screaming, sweaty
cess in turning the rock
love-fest, the famous
venue into a dance club
painting the rockstar's
and playing up a bit of
view from the stage
the gender-bending of
most resembles must be Hieronymus old. But as I learned in their recent 9:30
Bosch's Garden of Earthly Delights.
Club appearance, none of these retro rock
The rockstar has free reign here; the ers can match either the catchy choruses or
sampling of whichever fruit or flesh suits the over-the-top camp of NYC's Scissor
the star's fancy is met without resistance, Sisters. Their music is not particularly poi
and often, insistence. I'm going to skirt gnant or profound, but in terms of sheer
any reference to Bosch's work being an entertainment, the Scissor Sisters are cur
altarpiece (with the Garden of Eden and rently a cut above.
hell on either side of the triptych, no less)
Wednesday's show inD.C. kicked
and leave analogies of rockers to indul off the band's North American tour in sup
gent clergymen or TV preachers to all of port of their major-label debut Scissor Sis
you.
ters. It is not surprising that I gave this
But back to tales of rockstars at record a shot as I was in the process of
their best and/or worst, I have a clear- reacquainting myself with the work of
cut favorite—Angela Bowie finding her Queen and Bowie. Disco, glam, more
then-husband David in bed with Mick disco, and seventies arena-rock are neatly
dagger, with each looking a bit, well, put- produced and tightly packed into singles,

Music Column

out. In the role of woman scorned, A.ngcla dropped tHis V>omV>sHell to Joan Riv

each of wfiicfi clamors for tl\e cVvarts
"Mary." the syrupy baWad ot

Frontman

the bunch,

ers in 1990 after a ten-year gag order,
which fueled further rumors that Jag,ger

esque croon, and the song takes its place

wrote the classic "Angie" about her re

next to other one-name numbers "Angie"

action to her witnessing this tryst. I love
this story because, regardless of its truth,
it makes a lot of sense. Surely these two
sexually-charged showmen tired of min
gling with the groundlings and began to
look for bigger conquests.
It's the embodiment of the old "best
looking person at the party" theory, in
which the most beautiful person has the
choice of people to take
home if he or she wishes.
Often, the second-best
looking person becomes
the target at the night's end,
and gender isn't even a fac
tor in the decision. Per
sonality doesn't matter at
3 a.m., either. Needless
to say, I've never been the
best or even second-bestlooking at the party; so I've
rarely been invited to that
party. But I've witnessed
it a few times and taken
David
meticulous notes should
the moment arise.
Rockstar stories like Jagger-Bowie
abound, though I'd say most of them are
less credible than this dripping rumor (Did
you see that "Dancing in the Street" video
those blokes did together? Yikes!). These
kinds of stories are easy to come by be
cause so many of the world's best perform
ers have alwaysexuded a tangibleand some
what-androgynous eroticism. Aside from
Bowie and the Stones, there's Freddie Mer
cury, Madonna, Elton John, Michael Jack
son, anyone wearing leather pants, and
scores of other musicians that have had to
answer sexual-preference questions
throughout their careers, and frankly, they
are easy to ask.
But really, when you are that sexual
on stage, isn't preference just kind of be-

showcases
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Speaking Much Louder:
The Socratic Suffering

I

n my vast experience as a law this. The professor, recognizing that
student at GW, which is going you're running on fumes says, "Well, it
on, oh, three weeks now (it's looks like Mr. Student is having trouble,
easy to remember because that's the last We need a co-counsel. Ms. Pupil, can
time I had a positive bank balance), I've you help him out?" So now, one of your
learned a few things: You have to do all fellow students (a person, I might add,
the reading, the Stockton elevator is ac- who knows as little as you do) is going to
tually powered by three little gnomes; and make you look stupid,
of course, the Windows Solitaire deck
They start with "Well, I think the
with the three cars looks
main issue is..." Now,
just a little bit dirty (you from
here things can go
know what I mean). But
RlCH COWELL
in one of three directhere s one thing I ve
• /
TTr -kt
/
tions
tlons
First option> yo ur
learned here that ove
shadows all the others.
"co-counsel" is so preSpeak.
Much.
pared and such a legal
Louder.
genius that she blows
It's probably happened to you. you right off the map. This has never
You're on a roll, making like a modern happened.
Clarence Darrow. The whole class is
Second, you've so befuddled poor
hanging on your every word.
Ms. Pupil with your tortured logic (and I
And then, the professor holds up his mean tortured in the sense that logic is
hand, stares you down, and coldly says, screaming in pain right now) that she
"We can't hear you, Mr. Student. Please buys right into whatever insane point you
speak louder."
were making and makes things worse ("I
Aw, cra p.
think when Mr. Student compared res
A second ago you were the man (or ipsa loquitur to a silent porn movie, he
woman, no discrimination here) scoring was really trying to make the point
points like Jon Stewart dissecting a Bush that..."). This happens about a third of
speech, tossthe time.
ing off some
The final

, Rich, We Need a
Columtl Title

artful puns

and bammettrvg.

Home

d e vasta ti njjJy'
witty one-linerS.

A minute ago, you were not only
answering the question in your
mind,

b n t "Voc*niiV

and most lUteVy

5HHB

'mvciiin,' v,\\v.w

paying

as well. Now, you're talking like

"Been
rfic

slightest bit of
attention and

N o w ,
among the best benderthat Bizarro guy from Superman
just goes offon
enders around. The first single and con with one sen
her
own wild
cert opener "Take Your Mama" is one of tence, you're
("Me am ... thinking that
tangent.
the album's many attempts at perfecting scrambling,
plaintiff... should have moved
You'd
trying to get
the uplifting, sing-your-heart-out chorus.
think
that
for summary judgment.")
While the album's sexual energy was your feet back
you'd
be
safe,
evident on the first listen, it paled in com under you,
but instead
parison to the live performance, which the talking so fast
you've
just
reversed
roles.
In a few sec
you
can't
even
be
sure
what
you're
say
Express rightly predicted would be "more
onds,
the
Professor
will
be
asking
you to
ing
("Did
I
really
just
compare
a
12(b)(6)
like a drag show." Spot
explain her crazy leaps of logic.
light-hog Shears drove motion to a cold shower?").
And that's why you only get
And you can't even stop to think al
both the boys and the girls
in the house to screams, though you really should, so you just through the first case in every class.
All right, now let's put ourselves
while female singer Ana blithering on like you're Bridget Jones
Matronic spoke almost (Shut up! My wife made me watch that into the role of the poor co-counsel.
You've been sitting there, watching this
movie) delivering a news report.
wholly in innuendos.
The worst part is that you know idiot screw up every question ("God, how
And if those stage
names weren't enough, try you're crashing and burning and you start can he not know who the plaintiff is?").
Babydaddy, the band's wishing for someone to put you down Now it's your turn. Are you ready for it?
Of course not.
musical mastermind. The Kevorkian-style.
A minute ago, you knew all the an
This will go on until, mercifully, the
stage dynamic fell some
swers.
A minute ago, you were not only
where in between The B- professor interrupts to ask you a new
answering
the question in your mind, but
52s, Boogie Nights, and a question.
you
were
anticipating
the follow-up, and
Whew.
Well,
that
was
bad,
but
at
Broadway musical—flam
Bowie
least
you've
made
it
through
the
worst
of
answering
that
as
well,
boyance, flair, and just
Now, you're talking like that
plain hilarious. The packed house, pre it, right? Wrong.
The
worst
case,
of
course,
is
when
Bizarro
guy from Superman ("Me am...
pared for anything, seemed thrilled with
the
professor
asks
you
to
explain
somethinking
that plaintiff...should have movthe results.
With those tiny reflections spinning thing you just finished babbling ("So, Mr. ing for summary judgment.").
But you can still salvage this. You
around my head during the Sisters' pris Student, can you explain why you think
tine falsetto cover of Pink Floyd's "Com the fact that the defendant was drinking pause, gathering your thoughts (why no
fortably Numb," I realized that the pel Budweiser means he wasn't intoxicated?" one actually does this in class is beyond
vic thrust and the microphone leg-slide "Have you ever had Budweiser, sir?"), me), and start to speak. You're confident,
you know the issue, you know the rule,
were officially back in pop-rock music, This can get bad really quickly.
Why? No one in law school, at least we're almost there Mr. Frodo, we're
and that funky step-child disco has come
along for the ride. Scissor Sisters' aspira in the 1L class, seems to be able to aban- gonna make it, Louise. You start your
tions are quite obvious—they want you don a losing position. Even if the profes- speech.
The professor holds up his hand,
to dance, and they want to be rockstars. sor comes out and tells you flat, "you're
If they stick to glitz like this, I'll gladly wrong," people still think they can win He says, "Speak much louder, please."
Aw, crap....
let them reap all those rockstar perks if I the argument.
That's
pretty
much
the
worst
thing
can just dance badly along.
that can happen. Not far behind, though,
Rich Cowell is a new 1L columnist.
is the dreaded "co-counsel."
The editorial staff sincerely hopes he comes
It always starts out something like up with a catchier title than the one above.
and "Daniel
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Growing Up in
Garden State
If you are from New Jersey, see this of conversation that you can't believe
movie. If you are not from New Jersey something this familiar never hit you be
and are excitedly awaiting a film full of fore.
That was the essence of this film Jersey jokes, you will be disappointed, but
the familiarity of moments you've expe
see the movie anyway.
If you haven't stood on top of a trac rienced growing up that you never spe
tor and screamed at the top of your lungs cifically appreciated or acknowledged.
Like that first time you
in a long time (or ever)
ran into someone from
just 1) because it's fun
your childhood and re
and 2) because you
alized that a lot of
can, see this movie so
people never left the
you can remember
town they grew up in.
how to do that. And
And you lose
most importantly, if
sight
of some of the
you are a law student,
amazing
things that
see Garden State.
you do, because com
To give the
LINDSAY TASHER
parison is all relative to
quickest, most basic
your surroundings. In
plot summary, Zach
some places, people
Braff (from NBC's
will laugh if you're not
Scrubs) wrote and di
rected this comedy-drama, starring him on a journal and three skills boards. In
self as Andrew Largeman, a Jersey-born others, they will say, "I always knew you'd
Los Angeles actor who has been hanging go to law school."
in some places, you meet twenty
out in a world of medication since his
teenage years to numb the agony of the people in the course of three minutes, and
dysfunction in his family life (he's now not a single one will remember your
name. In others, you walk through your
26).
The movie begins with him com local mall and hear someone scream out
ing home to New Jersey to attend his "Holy %A&**, (your name)" and stam
mother's funeral. While spending these pede over a hoard of people to give you a
few days at home, he meets the wide-eyed, six-years-in-the-making hug.
full of personality Sam (Natalie Portman
Professing love in airports, the first
never ceases to amaze). He also reunites of many times you forgave your parents
with several old friends from high school for not being perfect, playing spin the
whom he hasn't seen since he left for bottle, trying on hideous gifts that rela
tives made you, your mom showing your
boarding school when he was 16.
Fast forward through some nights boyfriend an embarrassing childhood
partying with her and his friends, some video -Garden State is loaded with all the
days filled with riding an old-fashioned cliches of growing up. But by allowing
police motorcycle with the side-seat car, its characters to re-enjoy them as adults,
and in a nutshell, Largeman realizes that the movie gives uniqueness to those mo
she, combined with this trip home, has ments again.
changed his
Some of
emotionless,
us have one
overmedicated
year of school
Garden State is loaded with all
life over the
left,
some
the cliches of growing up. But by
course of the
two,
some
allowing its characters to re-enjoy
film's four-day
three. Lots of
time span.
us will get fun
themselves as adults, the movie
That's
piercings this
gives uniquess to those moments
the basic plot year, or dye
no more, no
our hair col
again
less.
Other
ors that we'll
than a pretty
never be able
mellow soundtrack, a great supporting to walk around in once the job starts. But
cast (including Peter Sarsgaard and Jean I think Garden S tate tells us to aim sim
Smart), and a couple of drug scenes to pler - maybe it's an afternoon watching
add some edge, Garden State doesn't need reruns of The Golden Girls with your
anything else - its message knocks you grandma like you did when you were a
over the head pretty hard -maybe almost kid, or hitting the roller rink with your
too hard. But take my word: you feel so girlfriends instead of the gym.
darn good when you leave this theater.
Or even simpler than that - make a
We've spent our summers sitting at trip home, to your first home. It might
desks because we have to pay tuition or surprise you what happens.
rent or designer labels. We spent them in
cities far from home -sometimes on pur
THE BUCK STOPS HERE
pose. Some of us did go home, and even
A B 1 D E S
E G G S
B A R
lived at home so we didn't have to pay
T R E E
B E C O M E
E W E
two rents. But even there, we spend that
s L O T M A c H 1 N E
A R C
time preparing to leave again, because
0 A T E R
0 Y E *C O N E Y
"home" is now somewhere else.
U
R N
o
N
R
'
I keep coming back to this one scene S A V 1 N G S B A N K
D A B
with Braff and Portman sitting fully
V E R A
H 1 N °
D
E L A N D
dressed in an empty bathtub, and Braff A L B S
S E T T
A C E D
discussing the first time you go "home" T A L E
C L O N E
L E E S
to where you grew up, and it doesn't feel S H E
H A R R Y T R U M A N
like home anymore. It's different, and
W E E P
T U B
O
D
you try as hard as you can to feel safe
A T S E A
E M A 1 L
S 1 R
and get back to that place you loved, but
D O L L A RlB 1 L L s
V E
A L C O V E
you can't do it. Garden State captured this G L A D
D
E
D
E W
N
T
E
S
E
E
S
L
idea very bluntly but in such a simple form

Res Ipsa Cinema

mm
|L

Summer 2004,
Part I
ter and thousands of other public school
children like her.
The words "under God" were not
part of the original Pledge. The Court
revealed that they were added by Congress
primarily for the
purpose of bring
ing a larger sense of
unity and cohesiveness to the country.
The majority of the
Court, per Justice
Stevens, elected to
bypass the constitu
tionality of the
words by ruling
that
Newdow
lacked sufficient le
gal standing to
bring suit on behalf
of his daughter be
cause her mother
In Pennsylva
DAVID MICHAEL MORFTN
had sole legal cus
nia State Police v.
tody under Califor
Suders, No. 03-95,
nia law.
the High Court
As it often
came down with a
decision which both sides ultimately does, the Supreme Court neglected to de
claimed as a victory. The case centered cide an extremely controversial issue up
on the meaning of the "constructive dis setting both those advocates of the com
charge" language of Title VII of the Civil plete separation of church and state, and
those who feel sensitivity and political cor
Rights Act of 1964.
In particular, the Court, per Justice rectness have gone too far, especially in
Ginsburg, held that to constitute a con the post-9/11 world. However, Chief Jus
structive discharge, the plaintiff alleging tice Rehnquist and Justices O'Connor and
sexual harassment must demonstrate that Thomas each wrote concurring opinions
that essentially indicate their belief that
conditions at the workplace were so bad,
so intolerable and abusive, that the the words are indeed constitutional, thus
worker's resignation was a just response. laying a persuasive roadmap that will in
Ms. Suders, a Pennsylvania State evitably be used in the Pledge cases that
Police employee, alleged that she was will arise in the near future.
Justice Scalia ethically refused to
constructively discharged from her job as
a police communications operator. The participate in the case because of past
PAPD incarcerated Suders for "stealing" statements that clearly illustrated his be
her own computer-skills examination, an lief in the constitutionality of the words
exam required to maintain employment. "under God."
Suders stated that she had removed
the papers because of her supervisor's
fallacious contention that she had failed
On June 28,2004, the United States
the test, despite the fact that the exams
were never forwarded for grading. Supreme Court decided three cases involv
Suders claimed that her subsequent res ing the rights of individuals captured as
ignation stemmed from a continuous part of the struggle against terrorism. All
bombardment of sexual harassment.
three cases, though similar in nature, are
Although the Court held that clearly distinguished by the nationality of
Suders should not be precluded from fil the suspect, the place and manner of his
ing sexual harassment charges against her incarceration, or both.
former employer, the Court also allowed
In Rasul v. Bush, No. 03-334, the
the employer to present evidence of their Court, per Justice Stevens, held that 28
sexual harassment policies and Suders' U.S.C. § 2241 allows foreign nationals
lack of following them as an affirmative captured abroad to file habeas corpus peti
defense.
tions in federal district courts because the
United States has both plenary and ex
clusive jurisdiction over Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba, even though the U.S. lacks
Though the case sparked weeks of "ultimate sovereignty" over the territory.
news reports and often hostile debates,
This case centered on the claims of
the Court ultimately sidestepped the is two Australian and twelve Kuwaiti na
sue of whether the Pledge of Allegiance tionals, captured in Afghanistan, who
violates the Establishment and Free Ex claimed that they were neither terrorists
ercise Clauses.
nor combatants against the United States.
Elk Grove Unified School District v. Moreover, they claimed to have been de
Newdow, No. 02-1624, originating from nied access to legal counsel, and have, in
the frequently controversial Ninth Circuit fact, never been charged with a crime.
Court of Appeals, could have led to a Justice Scalia filed a dissenting opinion,
prohibition on the Pledge of Allegiance in which Chief Justice Rehnquist and Jus
in classrooms nationwide.
tice Thomas joined.
Michael Newdow, a self-proThe second case, Hamdi v.
claimed atheist, specifically challenged Rumsfeld, 03-6696, notably differed from
the constitutionality of the words "un the Rasul case in that Hamdi was an
der God" in the Pledge of Allegiance
based on his claim that they are designed
to religiously indoctrinate to his daugh See SUPREME COURT WATCH
As usual, early summer brought
with it landmark decisions from our
country's highest court. Encompassing
such subjects as the First, Fourth, Fifth,
and Sixth Amendments, International
Torts, and national
security issues di
rectly relating to
terrorism, these
cases received an
especially high de
gree of media cov
erage and national
attention, even
among those who
do not usually keep
up with legal mat
ters.

Supreme Court Watch
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The Dreaded "P" Word
Last weekend, I went out to a bar
with some of my best friends from col
lege. As par for the course, after our third
round of drinks, which had been so
rudely interrupted by a round of Irish Car
Bombs and a nasty little round of double
tequila shots, the conversation took a right
turn. It wasn't a gentle, meandering right
turn. Nope, it was a dead stop, roll-yourcar type of right turn: The bad kind of
right turn. Nobody likes this right turn...
nobody.
Someone had to point out the 800pound gorilla in the corner of the bar. We
all knew he was there and everyone could
hear him asking for a rum and coke. But
I like to ignore him; pretend he doesn't
exist. Hell, I've played the "in a fight with
a girlfriend card" to be able to run from
that damn gorilla. No, no, no. I didn't
want to be the one that brought it up. But
then it happened...
"So Eric, who are you voting
for?"
Oh damn. He did it.
At first I pretended I hadn't heard
it. Maybe they wouldn't even notice. I've
played dumb before - and played it well.
No problem, right. I just kept joking
about the Spice Girls or something. Poli
tics, what politics? Look, I think I see
Scary and Baby Spice at that table over
there. (Now cross fingers and hope ev
eryone forgets about that little voting
comment...)
However, the crossing fingers thing
didn't work. Despite my best efforts of
avoidance, it was officially dropped onto
the table with a thud.
"Eric,

you

gonna

vote Bush

or

much weight our friend Pat had put on on the rude comments to the waitress
and how much hair Adam had lost. Then from my friend Will, but that's another
someone brings up such a horrific topic story). The truth is that politics are the
of conversation and ruins it all. Why one thing we talk about that seems to
would you do it? Nobody benefits; no bring no one joy. No one.
body wins here. It's lose-lose. Why didn't
I once had a friend that quoted some
you just kick a puppy?
random expert (or perhaps Cosmo) and
The worst of it was the fact that said that bar conversations revolved
the "asker" then excused himself for a around one of three topics: Sex, Religion,
bathroom break.
and Politics.
What a chicken! I
The first thing I
hope there was a
asked was how
splash-back effect
in god's name
and people laughed
did they deter
at him when he peed
mine this? Was
on his white linen
some random,
pants. Throw a gre
loner researcher
nade into the pile
guy
lurking
before pointing and
near the booths
laughing at the mess
and barstools of
that ensues... damn
bar-goers with a
politics.
little tape re
As soon as I
corder? I can
heard those dreadful
only imagine
words uttered, I
this researcher
knew I was going to
ERIC KOESTER
leaning back
have to hear my
and eavesdrop
friends yell and per
ping before gethaps scream - and I
ting hit with a
have delicate eardrums, so that's no purse for being some creep. That's the
good. Obviously someone would end up price of re search though, right?
crying and, the worst of it was, I'd likely
Anyways, so Sex, Religion, and
be stuck with the tab after this all went Politics, huh? I'm fine with the first one.
down. I kn ew I'd be blamed for this It's fairly non-confrontational in nature.
whole blasted mess. Stupid Politics. He says: "Are you in favor of sex?" She
Who leaves the tab with a guy who just says: "With you? No." He says: "Okay
paid $48,000 to go to law school? Seri then. How about in general - in favor of
ously.
sex?" She says: "Yeah, sure." See, that's
I've always wondered why people
how it goes. Seems okay by me. People

Badgering the Witness

always seem to want to discuss polities

aren't going; to throw furniture when d/5-

Kerry? Come on man. Who's it gonna

at a bar. Is it because they are drunk? It

cussing the topic of sex. That is, unless

We had to go there, didn't we? We
were having such a lovely time talking
about the good ol' days; joking about how

isn't something that can ever go well. I've
seen friendships end, relationships
breakup and waitresses refuse to continue
serving us (although I'd blame that more

the topic is on a Jerry Springer Episode.
How about Religion? Seems to be
somewhat similar to the sex conversation
- except VERY different (for obvious rea

be?"

sons). He says: "Are you in favor of Hare
Krishna?" She says: "Yeah, sure, but I
prefer Jehovah's Witnesses." He says:
"Super." That's nice, huh? No chair
throwing and no violent screaming. It
makes me want to hold hands and sing
campfire songs.
Then comes Politics. Oh, Politics.
Politics with a side of pulling out my fin
gernails with a pair of pliers. Just what
I've always wanted.
To me, starting a conversation
about politics is like offering to get a root
canal. "Uh sure doc, let's do the whole
left side of the mouth. I'm a big fan of
being in pain and I don't mind the swell
ing, especially in my face. And while
you're at it, let's take out a wisdom
tooth... without Novocain." Those people
are a bunch of sadists.
These conversations are always the
same: Someone drops the first question
about voting or something related and
you offer a reasonable response. In short,
you pick a side: "Yup, I'm a Democrat."
Then, ensues the blasting: Oh, your party
hates family values -probably hates families
too, huh? Spend my money on your pro
grams ... fiscally irresponsible. Run our coun
try into the gutter, you damn liberal? And
don't think you're free if you pick the
other side. Same song, different verse.
Or if you try to play the "Independent"
mumbo-jumbo, voting for Nader stuff,
then you are a yellow-belly sap sucker...
wasted vote. Fun times, I say.
So the next time someone drops the
P word at a bar (that's politics, you
sickosY do what I've started to do: change
the conversation. J recomm enJ tTilting
about Sex AMD Religion. From experi-

ence, it works every time. It's like
kryptonite, I'm telling you.
Who am I voting for, you ask? You
guessed it: Buddha and his VP, Mr. Sutra.

Pretty Young Thing
Thus begineth the third year of law
school, my last year of college relived
before I have to rejoin the real world. I
suppose the theme of this first issue is
change. The construction and chaos of
the summer have disappeared, and in
their place we have a prettier, more ac
cessible school. The lounges, desolate
ghost towns this summer, have once again
become crowded—those booths are still
prime real estate.
But the most obvious change this
year, like any year, is the change in the
student body, and I'm not just talking
about those 10 extra pounds you packed
on from one too many fancy big firm
lunches. A new class has entered GW, a
bigger, brighter, nerdier class (as is re
flected by the lockers selling out, their two
tenths of a point higher GPAs, and the
dirty looks they shoot you over their Civ
Pro books as they cram in the lounges).
Soon the annual pic book will be
released and devoured by upperclassmen
rating the hottest chick, or trying to fig
ure out the name of that cute guy they
were making out with at Bar Review. But,
the real question is: are these kids dateable material?
There are certainly many reasons to
say hell no, and leave it at that. First and
foremost, many of them have that pesky
problem of a significant other. Unfortu
nately, at this point in the semester, they
are still under the delusion that their re
lationship will survive the complete self
absorption that is law school. So, if this

is your only concern, I say give it two to
There is of course one big downside
three months, and it won't be a problem to dating a 1L that won't disappear after
any more.
a few months: age. I know that there are
This brings me to issue number less 22 year olds than usual in this year's
two: balance. The reason so many of class, but the majority of the lLs, espe
these relationships fail, and why it's so cially the single ones, will be younger than
hard to start relationships at all here, is you. And, remember when you read in
that most people cannot figure out an ad YMthat women are three years more men
equate balance between work and play. tally mature than men at any given point
This is especially true for the lLs. Since in adolescence? Well, in case you haven't
figured it out, or just
they are still heavily
haven't been to a
under the influence
Thirsty Thursday or
of those how to suc
Bar Review, adoles
ceed at law school
cence
continues
books, in addition to
through law school.
reading and writing
You might have
out case briefs, be
thought (though you
fore and after class,
probably would never
they are slaving over
admit it) that law
commercial outlines,
SARAH H ENSLEY
school was the place
case summaries, and
to meet a nice, intelli
any other supple
gent guy, but it's not.
ment they cdn get
Well, okay, you can
their hands on.
Want to take one out on a Saturday meet nice, intelligent guys that make awe
night? You'll have to compete with the some friends, but boyfriends? Eh, not so
ICW exercises for their attention. Good much.
Maybe I'm being too harsh. Maybe
luck with that.
It takes a few months or even a few it's not a lack of dating maturity issue.
semesters, before they'll figure out that Maybe it all goes back to poor time man
skimming the book before class is com agement skills. Girls, it seems, no matter
mendable, and then, generally, only if how busy they are will make time to date.
you're on deck. They might even learn Guys, on the other hand, put dating at
that you can occasionally skip a class and the very bottom of their list of priorities,
still get good grades. After all, sleeping to be resorted to only as a means to "get
through your alarm clock is even a valid some," and only if the original "get some"
plan (i.e. trolling McFadden's) fails.
excuse to miss even in Cheh's classes.

Sexless In The City

Then again, perhaps dating a 1L
isn't so bad. New to the Law School, they
have yet to become the jaded cynics that
most of us turn into, sooner or later. One
thing I've figured out is 3L year is when
people stop being polite and start getting
real. Gone are the fake smiles and forced
how are you? how was your break? con
versations of years past. If it's possible,
we've become even more cliquish. Sure,
a few of us have branched out and made
friends beyond our comfortable little sec
tion, or our comfortable little group es
tablished 2-3 weeks into first semester of
first year, but, let's face it, most of us
haven't.
So we walk through the hallways in
our own little worlds, so unphony that it
would make even Holden Caulfield
proud. lLs, conversely, still hope to make
friends outside their sections and are still
mystified by the "upperclassmen" who
not only survived 1L year, but have even
found jobs. And everyone knows that big
firm job = sugar momma.
I guess the answer to to date or not
to date isn't easy. But one thing remains
clear: despite the LRW Program's lack
of "official" policy on the matter, Dean's
Fellows should not date their own stu
dents. That's beyond creepy. Besides, it
makes much more ethical sense to just
give the cute ones better grades. I'm kid
ding. Everyone knows that if you want
to find LRW love, you need look no fur
ther than the adjuncts.
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Ally Explains
It All
Dear Ally,
Help! I'ma first-year student and
I've quickly discovered that all the kids
in my section are dorks. Will I ever find
people, or one person at least, to hang
out with?

Plus, just because law students seem
dorky during the day does not mean they
don't know how to let loose at night. Just
wait until the party after your last final in
December...some people may surprise
you. Enjoy!

-Lonely Law Student
Dear Ally,

Dear Lonely,

I'm a first year student and I'm
Law schools will often attract a
scared
to
death of getting called on in
certain type of person—very intelligent,
studious, and ambitious. These qualities class. What should I do?
are sometimes associated with people that
-Petrified
some refer to as "dorks." Thus, it is no
wonder that you find yourself amongst a
Dear Petrified,
mass of "dorks."
But, guess what, you're here too!
I know what you mean. I was not
Chances are you also possess some of
these "dorky" qualities. So, what should a huge fan of the Socratic Method either.
However, it works. It forces you to
you do?
Get over it! Forget the silly labels be nrepared for class. You'll realize that
we all placed on people in high school if you did not fear getting called on in
class, you would have never
and, perhaps, even in college.
read
as thoroughly.
They no longer apply. There
ALLY
Furthermore, it makes
is no cool group or dorky
you
prepare
the material with
group in law school.
the
expectation
that you'll have
We're all dorks! If you
to
articulate
it.
If you can ex
haven't realized it yet, you
plain
it,
then
you
understand
it. During
will very soon.
You'll catch yourself totally focused finals, you'll be thanking the professors

2L Oracle

and maybe even inspired during class

vjVverv a piotessoi As paitvcuVaiVy eTit\vus\anxxu

atoovrt a

\op\c.

TovTW \oo Vl To rwarCi

for rising this sometimes painful method
of teac\vmg.
There are two really important

to rAe day wAen a revered judge comes things to remember about the Socratic
on campus for moot court finals oral ar Method.
guments (such as when Judge
The first is that professors are not
Easterbrook came last year for the Van trying to trick you or embarrass you. Usu
Vleck finals and people were lining the ally, they'll help you out or let some of
walls of the auditorium).
your classmates help you out so that
You
you're not
may even
stuck sitting
chuckle ev
there like a
Forget the silly labels we all placed on
ery now
dear
in
people in high school and, perhaps,
and then
headlights.
when you
even in college. They no longer apply.
The
notice a
s e c o n d
hint of sar
thing to recasm or a tongue-in-cheek comment in a member is that your classmates, if they
judicial opinion.
even notice, don't care if you stumble
Don't be alarmed. It's natural. Wel when answering a question. Most stu
come to law school.
dents are so focused on what the profes
Of course, you don't have to sor is going to say after your answer, they
hang out with law students exclusively. don't really even notice if you trip over
There are definitely some benefits to hav your words in your delivery. If they do,
ing friends outside of law school. They by the time class is over, they've forgot
can keep you grounded and give some ten. The point is no one will think you're
perspective when you think the world will an idiot. None of your classmates will be
come crashing down because you didn't completely prepared and correct all the
get the high pass in LRW.
time.
Come finals time, however, it's your
As far as getting through your
law school friends who'll understand why first few rounds, my only advice is to pre
you get excited when you realize that no pare for class. Later on in the semester,
one has taken your favorite spot in the you may be able to anticipate the ques
library, why you haven't slept more than tions certain professors will ask, which
a few hours a night despite all the work will make answering easier. It may be a
you've put in throughout the semester, bit early for that now, but if you're pre
and why your caffeine tolerance has pared, you won't be as nervous or easily
reached freakish levels.
stumped.
Take advantage of your first year
Even if you don't know the exact
to get to know your classmates. You have answer the professor is looking for, you'll
a great opportunity to make some solid know enough about the case or cases, that
friendships. Many of them are also re the professor will easily be able to lead
ally interesting. Another bonus is that you there. If it's any consolation, it gets
these people know exactly what you're much better as the year progresses. Good
going through.
luck!
Law school can get tough and you
may need your classmates to lend you
Got questions? Ally's got answers.
their notes, go over a case or topic with
Send your queries via email to
you, or remind why it is you decided to
notabene@law.gwu.edu,
come law school in the first place.
attn: ally in the subject line.

My Life is a Movie
I'm sure my undergraduate univer
As a proud member of the genera
sity
wasn't
the only school with "that guy"
tion that grew up on works of cinematic
who
went
to class on the first day to get
genius like The Breakfast Club and Goonies,
the
syllabus,
and didn't show up again
I have a tendency to think of my life in
until
the
midterm.
Did no one else pre
terms of bad teen movies. Law school
viously
believe
that
rain,
snow, or lack of
was obviously destined to be reminiscent
of Legally Blonde] I would conquer classes clean laundry were all valid reasons to
with Reese Witherspoon's signature vi skip class?
Just when I thought my own law
vacity, sense of style, and shiny hair.
However, somewhere along the way I school naivete had peaked, it suddenly hit
found myself stuck in an Alicia me that this wasn't a temporary situation.
This new schedule—getting up early, do
Silverstone (a la Clueless) scene.
After only three weeks of classes ing work for ten hours a day, and not be
(yes, lowly lLs start a week early; much ing able to go out every night—isn't go
like new shoes, we needed to be broken ing to be over at the end of the year. It's
in before we can begin our regular rota not even going to end at graduation. If I
end up being a lawyer
tions), I am willing to
(which is obviously the
admit that I was utplan) this new situation
terly clueless about
KAREN MORGAN
will last for the rest of
what law school
my life.
would entail.
I became so in
In my mind, I
grained
in my college
pictured a lot of tall,
lifestyle
over
the
past
four
years that I
attractive, intelligent people going to bars
every night and discussing politics. I started to assume the rest of my life would
imagined arguing about interesting cases follow a similar relaxed routine. Now,
with professors over coffee. I even as I'm facing a daunting reality. I will never
sumed that "study groups" would involve again go out for thirteen days in a row. I
watching at least one episode of The Fam will never wake up at noon, and consider
ily Guy or Sex and the City. It somehow it early. I will never live in a house with
escaped my mind that law school would twenty-six of my closest friends. I will
never go to a party on a Friday night, and
involve doing actual work.
Perhaps the four day weekends come home on Monday morning, hav
and one o'clock classes of my senior year ing impulsively road-tripped to four states
of college spoiled me, but I was com and another country.
Eventually, we all have to grow
pletely unprepared for the reality of law
up—I can't live my life as though I'm a
school. It wasn't until Labor Day that I

Alice in 1L Land

l

realized

wc

every day.

would

Y»ave

Every day!

reading to

do

Is this absurd to

anyone else?

In the past three weeks, I have yet
to have a single day when I can sit around,
do nothing, and not worry about falling
behind or being unprepared in class. We
even had homework during orientation!
Isn't orientation supposed to be a time to
explore a new city, make friends, and
drink a lot?
In case law school wasn't enough
of a culture shock for me already, I no
ticed another major difference between
law school and college—no one skips
classes in law school! In three weeks, not
one person in my section has missed a
class. A year ago that kind of behavior
would merit a prize, but now it's neces
sary.

character in a bad teen movie forever.
Over the next few years, my life may start

to resemble a drama, or even (gasp) a

documentary. The plot of my life will no
longer revolve around crazy antics and
wacky situations.
Maybe part of this whole "grow
ing up" fad is realizing that the things that
make me happy will change over time.
By the end of Legally Blonde, Reese
Witherspoon's character was happy—not
because of her full social calendar, but
due to her full future.
Similarly, instead of being happy
that I went out last night, now I'm happy
that I understood a new concept in torts.
It's a different kind of happy, but
I'm sure it will pull in impressive revenues
at the box office.

SUPREME COURT WATCH from page 6.
American citizen captured in Afghani
stan. The Court, per Justice O'Connor,
held that, though enemy combatants may
be justifiably held as part of the post-9/
11 act, "Authorization for Use of Mili
tary Force," United States citizens are
entitled to contest their incarceration be
fore a neutral fact-finder.
Military tribunals adequately satisfy
this requirement of preserving a citizen's
due process rights. Procedural govern
ment safeguards such as shifting the bur
den of proof to the defendant may be
implemented at such tribunals.
Justice Souter, joined by Justice
Ginsburg, stated that Hamdi's detention
(which could last until the cease of ac
tive hostilities) is unauthorized, but
agreed with the plurality that he should
be allowed to contest the basis of his de
tention in front of a neutral fact-finder.
Finally, Rumsfeld v. Padilla, 031027, is clearly distinguished from Rasul
and Hamdi in that Jose Padilla, a U.S. citi
zen, was apprehended inside the United

States on a material witness warrant is
sued in New York, and later declared ai
"enemy combatant" by Secretary of De
fense Donald Rumsfeld on direction firon
President Bush.
Writing for the Court, Justic:
Rehnquist held that the Southern Districi
of New York lacks jurisdiction ovei
Padilla's habeas corpus petition, which lie:
with Melanie Marr, the commander ol
the Navy brig in Charleston, North Caro
lina. Padilla was transferred to Marr's
custody following his designation as an
"enemy combatant."
The majority based its decision on
28 U.S.C. § 2241, the Federal habeas stat
ute, which states that the only proper re
spondent to a petition is the prisoner's
custodian, Marr, not Rumsfeld. Hence,
the Southern District of New York can
not hear the matter because it lacks juris
diction over Marr.
David Michael Morfin is a 3L from
Washington DC. You can reach him at
dmorfin@law.gwu. edu.
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Stop the Infection
It probably won't surprise anyone
to learn that a lot of what's on the Internet
is not very nice. There are a lot of malicious programs out there that, once installed on your computer, can cause all
sorts of problems.
These programs generally fall into
two categories: viruses and spyware.

your yellow mouse in the taskbar, make
an appointment to see one of the technical support staff in the lower level of the
library,
Malicious Programs

In many ways- sPYware (sometimes
called adware) is more annoying than
Know Your Enemy
viruses, though generally they don't have
the nasty habit of destroying your files.
Viruses are malicious programs that These programs infect your machine
K "i nfect" your machine in a variety of when you download other files, and are
: ways and then use your machine to in- sometimes billed as 'Internet enhancers.'
H feet other machines. They can delete files,
They are also found in
H steal information, or do all sorts of other downloadable games or on websites that
Hnasty things (like turn
ask for your permission
your computer into a
to install software be• p orn server).
IKE HlMOWITZ
fore you can use them.

prog
Computer
GuyThes 'ams

Thus, a virus
The
often hijack your web
checker is an absolute
£_
browser, sending you to
must for everyone
who uses a computer at the Law School, the website they want you to see rather
Everyone that bought a Dell Laptop than the one you want to go to. They
through the school's purchase program can also create multiple pop-ups, and reshould already have a virus checker in- port to third parties what sites you have
stalled on the machine, and it should be been visiting.
set to start when you turn on the comThe easiest method of avoiding
puter.
these is to refuse to download programs
You can check and make sure that from any company with whom you aren't
it's running by looking for a little yellow familiar. However, should you become
shield in the notification area on the infected, the best way of cleaning your
taskbar (the group of icons next to the computer is a program by Lavasoft called
clock). If you hold your cursor over it, it Ad-aware. Ad-aware is a free program
should say "Norton Antivirus Corporate that, like a virus checker, keeps track of
Edition."
the most common spyware programs and
Tf
have a virus checker
on your machine, you ilbe nappy to know
that your $40,000 tuition includes a free
copy of Norton Antivirus. You can
download it through the portal.

Having signed in to the portal, begin by clicking on Library services at the
top of the page, and then on the Burns
Help link at the top of the page that pops
up. The link to download Norton
Antivirus is at the bottom of the page.
When you click on it, choose Save.
Download the file to your machine and
then run it to install the virus checker.
When you have the virus checker
running, you should make sure there is
not an exclamation point on top of the
yellow mouse (which means the checker
is not working) or a red circle with a line
over it (indicating it is not enabled.)
If the red circle is over the yellow
mouse, right click on it and choose "Enable File System Real Time Protection."
If you have the exclamation point over

can both block and remove them. You
can find a link allowing you to download
Ad-aware from the same page as the virus checker discussed above,

Updating and Running Checks
Both Norton Antivirus and
Lavasoft's

Ad-aware are constantly up-

dated as new viruses and sPyware come

LiveUpdate
button on its
"Check for UP"

out Norton AntlVlrus has a
feature and Ad"aware ha* a

Jart UP SCTfen
dates Now.

labeled

Both should be mn once a week to
download the newest
week

Protection. Once a

y°u should also run ful1 system
Pr°grams that will detect
Panted and,
c ean lC UP'
These can take up to an hour or

scans in both

that not imtially

°Pe
more

and fw d™n y°ur co mPuter, so

you should probably start it when you
won 1 need

y°ur

comPuter much'

Enjoying the Ride
There are several biking (and hiking) trails available a short distance from
GWU. The DC metro area has one of
the most extensive bicycle path networks
in the country. While all of the trails and
paths I list below are also popular with
hikers/walkers, this column emphasizes
biking. September and October weather
in DC is what the British call "changeable," so take advantage of good weather
when you can!

Park Service) off of K Street in
Georgetown at 1057 Thomas Jefferson
St., (202) 653-5190. They mostly schedule boat rides at the center; for eight bucks
you can take an hour-long boat ride on
the canal in Georgetown whilst getting
pulled by a cute, but smelly, mule. National Park Service C&O Canal Website:
http://www.nps.gov/choh/.

Capital Crescent Trail
The Capital Crescent Trail is part
Access and Information
of the rails-to-trails initiative that started
Don't own a bike? Don't need to! in 1983 when the rail industry took a
There are at least four rental shops within nosedive and started abandoning rail lines
walking distance of GW: Thompson's across the country. Because rails are built
Boat Center on the
on a relatively even
Potomac offers rentals,
ELIZABETH AUSTERN
grade, when paved
and Bicycle Pro Shop,
over they are perfect
f ,
Big Wheel Bikes, and
Washington Native for light walking,
Revolution Cycles in
rollerblading, and hikGeorgetown will rent or sell you a bike. ing. Most of the trail is paved with asMost will rent by the day, half-day, or phalt, and it uses the pre-existing rail
hour; call for rates. Better Bikes, Inc., will bridges and tunnels, which are kind of
deliver a rental to you for a day or longer, neat to travel over or through.
City Bikes, in Adams Morgan, is also a
The street portion of the trail begreat shop if you are looking to buy, or gins at Thompson's Boat center; from
for classes on biking and repair.
GW, get to K Street, ride uptown and
If you want more info than I can fit continue on K under the Whitehurst freein one column, there are sixty or seventy way until the road ends just past the boat
websites dedicated solely to biking in the houses (about a mile), and you're on the
DC area. Two of the best: Washington trail. The trail runs slighdy uphill for seven
Area Bicyclist Association (WABA) at miles from Georgetown to Bethesda,
www.waba.org (they list of many of the where it continues on unpaved downhill
other sites) and Bike Washington at to Silver Spring.
bikewashington.org.
This trail is a good route for begin
ning cyclists; the grade is predictable,
Safety First

I'm not your mother, but please,

there are few street crossings, and the trail

runs fairly straight without being boring.

wear a helmet! This is especially true for However, like all of the trails listed here,
street biking; in many places in the metro the trail is extremely busy (crowded) on
area, bikers are required to use the road, weekends in good weather. Maps and
not the sidewalk, and if you've seen how other info are available at various points
people drive around here, that's not funny, on the trail itself, or at the Coalition for
It's also the law in DC, Maryland, and the Capital Crescent Trail Website,
Virginia to use a front light on your bike www.cctrail.org.
after dark. WABA has a complete list of
local rules and safety tips on their website.
Mount Vernon Trail
The Mount Vernon Trail is also a
The C&O Canal
National Park, but it's only 18.5 miles
Quick history: The canal was de- long, so you can do the whole thing in a
veloped in the 19th century as a precursor day. It runs along the George Washingto railroads, which quickly replaced it as ton Memorial Parkway on the Virginia
a method of transport. We can thank Su- side of the Potomac (the C&O Canal runs
preme Court Justice William O. Douglas on the Maryland side). It ends up,
for the preservation of the canal -he used unsurprisingly, at George Washington's
to walk it for over twenty miles every plantation in Mount Vernon, so it's ideal
weekend. In 1954, when local govern- for a sightseeing day trip. It is also used
ments wanted to pave it over to create a heavily by bicycling commuters traveling
super-highway, he dragged local leaders from Crystal City, Alexandria, and points
on a hike for the entire 184-mile length, south.
At the end, they all dropped from exhausUnlike the other two trails men
tion and said they'd do anything just to tioned here, the MVT has some exciting
shut him up. (Kidding! It took 17 more road crossings, though for the most part
years of hiking.)
it runs well away from the road. It's also
The canal starts in Georgetown and less flat and straight overall; the grade
ends in Maryland near the Pennsylvania shifts every few hundred feet and the trail
border. Obviously, you won't be biking on curves a lot. I also find it the most diffithe water of the canal but on the tow- cult of the trails to find when coming out
path that runs alongside. It's almost com- from
DC - there is a badly marked enpletely flat, but very gravelly -it is sanded, trance just the other side of Key Bridge
not paved, so this is not your route if from Georgetown, or, a dangerous crossyou're a speed demon. The tow path is ing over the highway, on the other side
wider in most places than the other two of Memorial Bridge from the Jefferson
trails described here, so you can navigate Memorial. (There's also supposed to be
around pedestrians more easily. It's a an entrance near the DC side of the
pretty ride - after the first mile, there are Roosevelt Bridge, which would be closlots of trees and wildlife, and virtually no est to GW, but I've yet to find it). That
cars nearby. From GW, I'd suggest you said, it's a doable ride even for a beginstart on the Capital Crescent Trail (see ner, and there are a lot of places between
below) - the paths join up after a mile, the endpoints where it's worth stopping
and it's easier than going through and exploring the area. The NPS Trail
Georgetown traffic to access the towpath. website is disappointing, instead check
There is a Visitor Center (run by the out WABA's site.
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Triumph of the Leftists

L:

eni Riefenstahl won a gold religion and anti-American. The Repub
medal at the 1937 World Ex lican Party, now occupying the populist,
'hibition in France (of states' rights, small government terrain,
course) for her much acclaimed 1935 began to siphon off the disenchanted
Nazi propaganda film, "Triumph of the Democratic South. Large swaths of the
Will." That archetypical propaganda film heartland began to defect from a party
captured - and inspired - the euphoric whose policies and rhetoric were no
frenzy of the true believers whose trium longer familiar. The major hemorrhage
phal boast of the 1,000 year Reich was, occurred with the arrival of Ronald
Reagan and the Reagan Democrats.
at the very least, premature.
Some in the Democratic leadership
The one-year anniversary of her
saw
the
problem and sought to regain condeath on September 8, 2003 provides an
trol of the Party by form
opportunity to specuing
the Democratic
late on how she might
DAVID MCA LPINE
Leadership
Council. Al
have brought her talents
though the Party had
to bear in documenting
adopted an ideology
what is likely to be
looked back on as the similarly Pyrrhic more properly termed "leftist," it had re
victory of the American Left in seizing tained the more venerable "liberal" label.
control of the once iconic Democratic So unpopular were its leftist positions,
however, that the once greatly admired la
Party.
Born with the election of Andrew bel "liberal" began to take on a negative
Jackson, the Democrats truly were the connotation.
Flying a more moderate banner and
populist party of the people. Their ideol
ogy focused on states' rights and low asserting their fealty to a strong defense,
taxes. It was an ideology that, reflecting welfare reform and traditional values, the
the views of the American everyman, sent DLC tapped a charismatic Southern gov
"Old Hickory" to the White House and ernor who charmed the traditional base
dominated U.S. politics in the pre-civil with populist rhetoric and the heartfelt as
surance that he worshipped their God and
war era.
But with the eruption of the issue felt their pain.
But the tug-o-war for control of the
of slavery the Democrats ruptured on a
North/South divide, and the fledgling Re Party continued as the left, blaming Bill
publican Party benefitted from that split, Clinton for governing as Republican-Lite,
sending Abraham Lincoln to the White determined to once again seize control of
House. After the Civil War, simmering the party. And they have. Led by the likes
Southern resentment against the Repub- of A1 Gore, Howard Dean, John Kerry,
Vicans Ved to years of Northern/Republi Tom Harkin and even Dennis Kucinich,

The Right Answer

can dominance w i\Vi an embittered
Democratic/South.

ID the 1920's the Democrats' strict

tYiey p-rouUVy b otvoi the vision of "Waiter
Mondale And they have even brought
Jimmy Carter back on stage, unashamed

constructionist, small-government phi of his friendship with Castro and his bless
losophy began to shift. When, in 1928, ing to Chavez. The leftists are in their
the Democrats nominated the first Ro glory days.
The red/blue map tells a story that
man Catholic for the presidency, they
gained a huge influx of Catholic/immi is readily apparent to all but the coastal
grant voters and their electoral fortunes Chardonnay & Sushi crowd, who see it
fraught with nuance. They understand
began to change.
The Democrats resumed a populist that Whoopi Goldberg, Martin Sheen and
posture during the dark years of the de- Barbara Streisand represent the heart and
soul
of
pression
America.
a n d ,
through
The centerAs they fly coast to coast to their
the able
stage pres
various homes, stopping occasionally
leadership
ence
at
to snowboard or windsurf, (the
of FDR,
Democratic
secured the
gatherings
leftists) are confident that they are on
loyalties of
of
elites
to absolute victory
that Cathofrom Hollylic/immiwood and
grant base,
Wall Street
added the black vote and again gained a reflects the America they know. As they
firm grip on American politics. But be fly coast to coast to their various homes,
hind the populist rhetoric that brought stopping occasionally to snowboard or
electoral victory, the ideological shift that windsurf, they are confident that they are
began in the '20s veered further and fur on the brink of a glorious victory.
ther from classically "liberal" to increas
Yes, the billionaire, Soros, trusts that
ingly "leftist."
the billionaire, Kerry, will get America in
Flush with cash from the federal synch with the European beat. And he
income tax, and triumphal with the vic may. Because, although the populations
tory in WWII, the Democrats erected an of Europe are notoriously left of the U.S.,
ever-expanding welfare state that reflected are unflinchingly committed to the social
the social-welfare visions of a party elite welfare state - despite its increasingly
ever-more enamored with a Marxist in obvious unsustainability - and are nearly
fluenced ideology. Into the 1960s, this bereft of the practice of religion, they nev
increasingly radicalized elite championed ertheless love John Kerry.
And so joy is in the air. But there
a growing list of social and cultural
causes that began to alienate the party's need be no fear that the moment will not
blue collar, culturally conservative reli be immortalized in film. For just as 70
years ago, when the French and Germans
gious base.
Through the social upheavals of the were united in their adulation of Leni
late '60s and '70s, the separation between Riefenstahl's exultation of political tri
leadership and rank and file grew steadily. umph, today, the fawning crowds of Eu
Radicals of the left pushed an agenda that rope heap praise on the new propagan
seemed not merely anti-war and pro-cul dist from America's Hollywood heart
tural change, but rather anti-military, anti- land, Michael Moore.

Abusing the Democratic Process
BY MARCUS EHRI.ANDER

I!

Opinions Editor

t was Winston Churchill who
famously said that democracy
is the worst form of govern
ment, except for all those others that have
been tried.
Of course, you know he didn't say
it recently; if he had, the press would
surely have left off the second half of the
sentence, and then skewered him for be
ing a totalitarian. And that's not to men
tion the army of "527s" who'd have ap
peared with the rest of the quote, only to
brand old Churchill a flip-flopper.
No, the Last Lion wouldn't do well
in today's political climate, but his words
seem more relevant than ever. Watching
the Republicans seize control of the presi
dential race with a campaign of vicious
attacks and reductionist propaganda, one
has to wonder how good we really are at
handling the democratic process. In fact,
even Churchill wasn't such an optimist
all the time.
"The best argument against democ
racy," he quipped on another occasion,
"is a five-minute conversation with the
average voter."
Well, after a summer of knocking
on doors for a political campaign back
home in Alaska, I couldn't say that even
if I meant it. I did get a first hand ac
count, however, of the effectiveness of
sleazy attack ads.
Early in the summer, a 527 based
in Washington D.C. put up an ad against
rrvy candidate, claiming tViat Vie was in

bed with such East Coast liberals as John
Kerry and Ted Kennedy, who oppose oil

development and jobs in Alaska.
The punch-line of the ad was half
vaudeville, half innuendo, as the an
nouncer snarled, "[That team] wouldn't
know a caribou if it dropped in for a bowl
of Boston clam chowded."
Now, those who haven't visited the
state may find it interesting that the vast
majority of Alaskans support drilling for
oil in ANWR, and deeply resent those
east-coast "tree-huggers" who want to
lock up our state while never seeming to
venture off the cruise ships that traverse
our southern panhandle.
So the point of this ad was simple:
use a little innuendo to tie my candidate
to the tree-huggers, suggest he doesn't
care about Alaskan jobs, and imply that
he's against drilling for oil in ANWR.
If the ad hadn't been so silly, I might
have been concerned. The thing is, my
candidate was governor of Alaska for 8
years, and since the beginning he's been
about the most pro-development Demo
crat you're going to find this side of the
U.S.S.R. And considering the ridiculous,
spiteful tone of the announcer, I had to
think this ad could only help us.
As I went back out on the streets,
however, I found just the opposite. Over
and over when people kept asking if my
candidate was really against drilling in
ANWR, I realized I hardly had to ask
them if they had seen that ridiculous ad.
After correcting the facts to one

woman, she laughed as she got out of her
car. "That ad made me so mad!" And
no, she didn't mean mad at the people
who created it.
Back in school in Washington, I'm
finding that Alaska and the Lower 48
aren't so different after all. The swing in
the national polls since the "Swift Boat
Veterans for Truth" started running their
ads has been a sad testament to the vul
nerability of our democracy to dirty poli
tics. And the success of the GOP con
vention showed with startling clarity that
a record of four years of utter failure is
no problem in promoting reelection, if the
convention simply focuses instead on at
tacking the opponent.
That the Swift Boat Veterans for
Truth are a fraud group of political at
tack dogs without the slightest interest in
truth is hardly a bold accusation. The
media did a pretty good job in reporting
that not a single one of the group's mem
bers served in Kerry's boats when he re
ceived any of his 5 medals. They've also
been fairly diligent in noting that the
"Swift-vets" are contradicted not only by
official Navy reports and by the vets who
actually did serve on Kerry's boats, but
also in at least two instances by their own
previous statements in praise of Kerry's
heroism.
Any group actually genuine in such
a visceral response to inconsistencies
would at this point clearly have turned
on itself, tearing apart its own members
as liars in the same boat as Kerry.
Yet. the w. »«

vet fiasco wasn't so much the ads themselves, as it was George Bush's clumsy

hobble away from them. His reaction was
a lesson in the absurd.
Refusing to acknowledge the unfair
and vicious smear tactics being used on
his behalf, Bush instead came out with a
radical new position on campaign finance
reform, suggesting that all independent
political advertising should be banned. "I
thought we got rid of all that," with the
McCain-Feingold legislation, Bush said
repeatedly, confessing openly that he had
no idea what the bill did when he signed
it.
But never mind that. Bush opposed
McCain-Feingold until the very last mo
ment when it became politically impos
sible to do so. Then when he flip-flopped,
he did so in private, declining even the
usual ceremony when he signed the bill.
Now, Bush wants to trumpet and
expand on a popular initiative that he
opposed, in an effort to obscure the dirty
tactics that he's allowing to be used on
his behalf.
Indeed, this is the exact same kind
of flip-flopping and attack maneuver the
administration used on the Department
of Home Land Security, a Democratic
initiative which Republicans initially op
posed, but now site as their big qualifica
tion for being reelected.
For the sake of the democratic pro
cess, one can only hope that the Demo
crats will learn how to respond with some
indignation of their own.
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Miller
Zell is on to
Something

GWFlourishes Amidst
Constant Change

BY ANTHONY MARCAVAGE

Staff Writer
don't deny that Senator Zell
Miller's convention speech last
.Wednesday was often unfair.
His claims that John Kerry would sur
render American sovereignty to the
United Nations and gut the U.S. mili
tary were extreme and unfortunate ex
aggerations.
They were unfortunate not only for
their inaccuracy, but because they
eclipsed the more legitimate point Miller
made about the nature of patriotism and
partisanship in today's America. Un
derneath the bluster, Zell Miller was
onto something.
Although he claimed to question
Democratic judgment rather than patrio
tism, in reality he subjected the latter to
a scathing critique.
Miller began his tirade against his
party by charging that "Our nation is
being torn apart and made weaker be
cause of the Democrat's manic obses
sion to bring down our Commander-inChief." He concluded by claiming
"[Democrats] don't believe there is any
real danger in the world except that
which America brings upon itself...."
In essence, Miller was leveling a
direct assault against the patriotism of
his fellow Democrats, accusing them of
irrational hatred of the president and

I

v

are not a patriot. And if you think
America would make a great country if
only we could trash this free-market stuff
in favor of communism, you might be a
progressive, but you are not a patriot. Be
ing a patriot requires a tangible correla
tion between what you love about your
country and what it is. Subjective dreams
about what it can be are largely irrelevant
to patriotism.
So, Zell has a point. Many from
the left, including some confirmed Demo
crats like Howard Dean and Dennis
Kuciijich, and other free-floaters like
Michael Moore and Ralph Nader, are not
patriots. In fact, they are unpatriotic. They
express regret at America's history, hatred
for its present, and, at least in the cases of
Nader and Moore, disdain for the igno
rance of its people. Their reflexive ten
dency is to blame America for the repre
hensible actions of others, from Liberian
guerillas to al Qaeda terrorists, and, as
Miller said, they maintain that most of
America's wounds are self-inflicted. And
while I don't doubt their sincerity in want
ing to create a more just America, these
ethereal hopes are irrelevant to the issue
of patriotism.
In the summer of 1776, America's
greatest dissenter and one of her greatest
patriots, John Dickinson, believing that
reconciliation witVi England remained pos

Though leaderless on more than one front, the Law
School soldiers on towards modernization
Like the lives of many of its stu
dents, The George Washington Univer
sity Law School finds itself undergoing
constant change as the fall semester un
folds. As the new interactive exhibit in
the first-floor lobby highlights, "The
Changing Face of GW Law" has indeed
been changing for some time now, but
rarely at a pace this rapid.
The quality of professors and stu
dents has not wavered, but advancements
around the law school complex have no
table improved quality of life in the GW
Law community.
Not surprisingly, the most visible
enhancements are to the law school's
buildings. Third-years recall the dimlylit entryway, the ten-table eating area and
crowded cubbyhole kitchen that have
been replaced over the past two years by
a welcoming, spacious lobby and couchfilled corridor. Wood paneling and
plasma-screen televisions have supplanted
the cork bulletin boards and student mail
slots of old, providing inviting areas to
study and chat.
This summer's major project, the
transformation of Stockton's second
floor, was perhaps even more necessary
than those before it, providing another
principal entrance to the library (especially after

, arid a mucYi-needed

internet), the law school has maintained
a forward-looking policy that ensures that
money will not be wasted on soon-to-be
out-of-date innovations. The next step is
replacing the aging desktops and their
glare-filled screens in the computer class
room, and ensuring that those oft-used
printers are not so temperamental.
Changes to the law school facilities
have not been without corresponding
changes in administration. Since 1998,
Dean Michael Young has guided GW law
through some its most transformative
years, but left early this past summer to
accept a position as the President of the
University of Utah. Former Associate
Dean for Academic Affairs, Roger
Transgrud, a strong candidate for the
chief position in his own right, has ad
mirably taken on the role of Interim Dean
while student and faculty search commit
tees debate the top candidates for Dean
Yong's replacement.
Fred Thrasher has also moved on
after three years as head of the Career
Development Office, and his successor is
also yet to be found. But rather than
floundering without a leader, the CDO
has stepped up to correct the mistakes of
its recent past. After last year's signifi
cant hitches and glitches jeopardized the

and tropes ot many students apAmerica. While Miller himself shame sible, debated desperately against John and rather elegant study space on the sec- efforts
plying for clerkships, a revamped clerklessly generalized about a party diverse Adams and advocates for independence. ond floor. The renovation also has the ship process and a smoothly-run Fall In
enough to comfortably include Joe Upon his defeat, Dickinson expressed his side effect of allowing the Stockton stair terview Program (despite some failings
Lieberman and Ted Kennedy, there is final disapproval and joined the continen well to redirect some of the traffic from of eAttorney) were welcome differences.
some truth in his charges. Many Demo tal army to serve his new nation. the ever-crowded Lerner stairs.
Even with these changes, law stu
cratic icons are unpatriotic.
Dickinson, like John Kerry in 1971, dem
These improvements—some for dents still find plenty to complain about,
Now before I'm labeled a fascist, onstrated that patriotism and dissent are comfort, some for aesthetic purposes— whether or not they are displacing any
let me elaborate. In common parlance, not at odds.
make those tuition increases easier to academic frustrations. Among the most
patriotism is a love or devotion to one's
But taken to the extreme, as we have handle, and those long days and nights warranted complaints, the five-extracountry. I take "one's country" to mean seen time and again from the far-left camp, on campus easier to stomach.
minute class schedule, a hotly-contested
something less rigid than geography, but respective dissent becomes unpatriotic, ir
The full implementation of the Dell topic at the end of last year that has found
more tangible than a set of ideals. I ar rational opposition. It was such opposi purchase program and necessary im both its advocates—especially 2L
gue that patriots are people who, to vary tion that Zell Miller rightfully took issue provements to the wireless network are interviewees—as well as its staunch crit
ing degrees, love their nation's history, with in his speech.
among the advances GW can boast in the ics.
ideology, and present state of being.
technology arena.
While that debate is currently be
Anthony Marcavage is a 2L originally
That is not to say patriotism must
While some 3L and evening stu hind us, as the third week of class rolls
be blind or universal. For instance, no from Simpson, Penn. Reach him at dents have been forced to buy wireless around, other students still find them
right mind would claim to be proud of amarcavage@law.gwu.edu.
cards in the process (or go without the selves without a place to stash their books,
America's history of slavery or the
as the SBA was unable to meet the sur
District's current crime rate. There is
prisingly high demand for lockers this
no avoiding, however, that patriotism,
year. A locker seems like the most basic
by definition, demands that on some
of amenities, and to these unlucky few,
level you love your country.
it's likely more critical than the summer's
In our post 9/11, post-modern
fresh coat of paint on the law school
Editor-in-Chief Sarah Hensley
world, however, many have attempted
walls. And, of course, there has yet to be
Managing Editors Elizabeth Austem &
to redefine patriotism, and a new defi
a
day of school with all elevators func
Jason Karasik
nition has evolved into something like
tioning properly.
this: "I am ashamed of my country's
Perhaps it is a telltale sign that the
News Editor Jane Yanovsky
history of war and injustice, ashamed
object of most people's ire as the 2004-05
Features Editor Peter Bromaghim
of its current power and unjustified ag
year begins is the twenty-five cent increase
Opinions Editor Marcus Ehrlander
gression, ashamed at the ignorance of
in the school's soda machines, even
Staff
its people, but am a patriot because I
though our beloved Cart Lady, only steps
Cristina von Spiegelfeld Frank Lattuca
want to change it for the better."
away, keeps her menu and prices fixed.
Rich Cowell Jon Backenstose
While I accept that this is a legiti
After stomping through the fresh
Lindsay Tasher Ike Himowitz
mate point of view, it's not even close to
layer of sod on University Yard and find
Josh Douglas Karen Morgan
patriotism. It misses the mark because
ing the grounds surrounded by even more
Eric
C. Jeschke Eric Koester
patriotism is not a subjective term, but
police than before, there is no doubt that
Rebecca Parker David Michael Morfin
one attached to the history and current
the law school has once again been forced
Sam Dangremond Stephanie Deckter
state of one's country. That is, one's
to adapt, and for the better.
national reality. Patriotism is an inher
The GW administration has done
Nota Bene is published bi-weekly by the students of The George Washington University Law School. Its office
ently backward-looking concept, for it
an admirable job of listening to students'
is located in the basement at 2008 G Street, NW. Washington D.C 20052, (202) 676-3879.
The views expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the views of The Geoige Washington University Law
is rooted in a love of country based on
and professors' past complaints, and, in
School or Nota Bene. Board Editorials represent the views of a majority of the Editorial Board. Opinion columns are
experience, both historical and personal.
reflective of the views of the column's author(s). In articles, the source of information is identified, and an attempt is made
time, has implemented changes that ben
to present a balanced view. In letters, the veracity of statements is strictly the responsibility of the author(s).
Therefore, if you love the ideals
efit a majority of present and future stu
Nota Bene will consider for publication all articles, letters, announcements, cartoons or opinion pieces submitted
upon which your country was founded,
by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before publication. Nota Bene strives to treat all submissions in a fair and uniform manner.
dents. Then again, it's still early—we'll
However, due to space constraints, submissions may be omitted and Nota Bene will make reasonable efforts to print them
but think the real thing has been a fail
inevitably find something drastically
in a later issue.
ure, you might be an idealist, but you
wrong sooner or later.
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Quotable
Horoscopes

"There is no one to
blame but me."

Virgo
(Aug. 23—-Sept. 22)
No one wants to hear what you "felt" the case was about, try reading it and
looking for a holding once in a while.

-Harvard Law School professor Charles J. O gletree, Jr., acknowl
edging that his recent book, All Deliberate Speed: Reflections on the
First Half-Century of Brown v. Boar d of Education, i ncludes a sixparagraph passage that is nearly identical to one from the 2001
book, What Brown v. Board of Education Should Have Said, by Yale
Law School professor Jack M. Balkin. Ogletree visited GW Law
School last spring to promote his book.

Crossword 101
Across

1 A block of soap

1
14

2

3

•r

s

4 Stays
17
"
10 Found in a western
20
14 Barnyard mom
"
24
15 Turn into
16 Follows family orcoat
26
27
28
17 Curve
34
35
18 Bad place for a buck to stop
38
37
20 Color
21 NYC island
40
41
22 John Wayne movie, perhaps
43
44
23 Word before age or curtain
46
25 Pot
26 Great place for a buck to
48
49 50
51
stop
57
58
31 Apply lightly
60
61
34 African antelope
35 Rearmost
63
64
36 Aloe follower
37 Vestments
3 Money owed to you
38 Brief fight
4 Bolt with the loot
39 Passed with flying colors 5 Go together
40 A
of Two Cities
6 Computer image
41 Confederate General &
7 Shower with love
family
8 TV trophy
42 Duplicate
9 Precedes level
43 Reference to 14 Across 10 Wharton's Frome
44 He lived by the title
11 Backbone
46 Saturday night destination? yj Hollywood's Hackman
47 Shed tears
13 Visionary
48 USPO competitor
19 Waterford neighbor
51 Perplexed:2 wds
24 Hair dye
54 Mature
25 Revert to the original
57 Bucks, in general
26 Found in the orchestra
59 Title
27 Muslim supreme being
60 Delighted
28 See-through fabric
61 Niche
29 Like a junk yard dog
62 First mate
30 Fidgety
63 Other
31 Disintegrated
64 Like some Russian dolls 32 Scene of action
65 Nightly moisture
33 Baden
Down
36 Hold dear
1 Found on a string
38 Bacon piece
2 Cockeyed
42 Like ironed trousers

"11

12

Scorpio
(Oct. 24—Nov. 21)
Everyone knows you shower with your parrot. Stop.
It's weird, man.
(Nov. 22—Dec. 21)
|
Professor Butler knows you play Snood in class. Don't think he doesn't, anc
don't think it won't come back to bite you in t he ass later.

13

19

1

Capricorn
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Your plan to take over the school in a stunning coup d'etat is ready to go
Now that Dean Young is out of the way, you can take advantage of the weak
interim administration. The School is yours!
Moo hoo ha ha.

22
25
26

30

•
•
•

•

n
1r

By Ed Canty
6
8
7

Libra
(Sept. 23—Oct. 23)
Your cell phone ringer is at max, and you're mom's about to call. I hope
you're not in c lass.

•

•
1
•

36

32

33

"

39

Aquarius
(Jan. 20—Feb. 18)
If you look under your bed you'll find the weapons of mass destruction.
Do the right thing. Be a hero. Set 'em off.

42

45

47
52

53

•
1

54

55

56

Pisces
(Feb. 19—March 20)
Stop looking at the case jackass, the answers not in t here.
Try thinking for once.

59
62

.

65

Aries
(March 21—April 19)
After a disappointing first year you made a lot of off season moves to try
and be competitive again. You g ave a hundred and ten percent, had a good
draft week, and got the old coach back-too bad your 2L year is still going to
finish with the SPA equivalent of a 5-11.

44 Polynesian rain dance
45 Dozen
46 Diacritical mark
48 Shaving cream
49 Gangster's girlfriend
50 Unfortunately
51 Competent
52 Facial twitches
53 Nevada machine
55 "
from New
York":SNL lead in
56 Actress Barrymore
58 Operated
Quotable Quote

Taurus
(April. 20—May 20)
Taurus suck. The steering is awful, and you don't get nearly the mileage
they say you will.
Gemini
(May 21—June 21)
,,
You a re smart and dedicated enough to get a job through FIP —
it s just that you're too ugly.
>
3
cn
3

If you don't find it in the
index, look very carefully
through the entire cata
logue.

3

Sears, Roebuck & Co.
Consumer's Guide, 1897

sa
Qrq
n>

By GFR Associates • • • V
isit our web site at www.gfrpuzzles.com

n

o

Cancer
' (June 22-July 22)
No one in y our class is impressed when you ask a thoughtful question that
shows your passion for the subject three minutes before the end of class.
They're just hungry, and just want to get lunch. So just stop.
Leo
(July 23—Aug. 22)
No matter how hard you try to make a noise like a lawyer, you can't because
you're a law student. That makes your roar a meow.

